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11 Introduction 

I nn the final stages of the 1997 British election campaign, three days before 
thee polls, the Conservative candidate and prime minister John Major made a 
whisde-stopp tour visiting different parts of the country in one day to warn 
voterss that there were only 72 hours left to save the Union. The situation 
wass clearly pressing. What was at stake was not, apparendy, just who would 
bee in government for the following four years, but what John Major had ear-
lierr referred to as '1,000 years of British history*. It was the plan for regional 
autonomy,, as proposed by his political opponent, that was on the brink of 
jeopardisingg British unity and history. According to Major, the danger was 
nott so much the proposed regionalisation scheme itself. Once introduced, 
however,, there would be no turning back, and the Union would find itself on 
aa slippery slope towards separatism and fragmentation. Paradoxically 
enough,, it was exacdy die threat of separatism and regionalism that his op-
ponent,, Tony Blair, aimed to stop by introducing regional autonomy. Both 
hadd the same goal in mind, namely the preservation of national unity and the 
preventionn of fragmentation, but they held diametrically opposed views on 
thee outcomes of one particular policy, regionalisation of political power. 

Duringg the past few decades, a lot of countries have decentralised 
administrativee and political powers to regional authorities. Especially in 
Europe,, and often on the basis of European integration incentives, most 
statess have created or empowered regions as levels of administration and 
government.. A large number of reasons have been given in favour of im-
plementingg regionalisation, ranging from resolving the 'overloading' of the 
centralisedd state, and improving democracy, to the influence of the European 
Union'ss regional funds and globalisation. In many instances, introducing re-
gionall  autonomy as a way of dealing with demands or potential demands of 
regionalistt movements has been one of the reasons behind regionalisation. 
Whateverr the explanation or argumentation, whenever a regionalisation 
schemee is in any way connected to a conflict between regionalism and na-
tionaltional unity, that tends to be the issue that dominates the public and political 
debate.. In such instances, promises that regional autonomy wil l bring an end 
too regionalism and separatism are matched by warnings or hopes that such 
autonomyy will only create or enforce regional differences and undermine na-
tionaltional unity. 

Ass described above this was the case in the United Kingdom in 
1997.. The Labour Party's manifesto proclaimed that thanks to regionalisa-
tionn "The Union will be strengthened and the threat of separatism removed" 
(Labourr Party, 1997). In total contrast, the Conservative Party manifesto of 
thee same year warned that "the development of new assemblies in Scodand 
andd Wales would create strains which could well pull apart the Union" (Con-
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servativee Party, 1997b). These discussions and wordings must have sounded 
veryy familiar to French and Spanish followers of the 1997 regionalisation de-
bate.. More than a decade earlier, regionalisation had been introduced in 
thosee countries, after very similar sounding clashes between opponents and 
supporterss of regional autonomy. In the French regionalisation debate of 
1981,, depute Michel Debré warned that the proposals for regionalisation "ne 
permettrapermettra pas d'éviter les confUts et menacera /'unite de l'État, de la nation*" (cited in 
Lee Monde, 1981). Minister of the Interior Gaston Deferre defended region-
alisationn by claiming the opposite: "La regionalisation préservera cette unite [natio-
nale].nale]. ... Si nous donnons a toutes les regions jrangaises le statut que le Parti socialiste 
propose,propose, la plupart des revendications régionales seront satisfaites. Cela détendra la situa-
tiontion dans les régjons concemées2" (cited in Huguenin & Martinat, 1998, p.22). In 
Spain,, similar debates, warnings and hopeful predictions had been made 
whenn the introduction of regional autonomies was discussed in the late 
1970ss and early 1980s. In all cases, these arguments were defended and at-
tackedd with more passion than had been the case for any of those put for-
wardd in favour of policy efficiency, democratisation and the streamlining 
withh the rest of Europe that regionalisation would or would not bring. 

Thiss topic is not the preserve of the political agendas of West Euro-
peann states. Regional autonomy, or federalisation, as a means to accommo-
datee regionalist demands and pacify ethnoterritorial conflicts, is applied or is 
underr discussion around the world. In Nigeria, federalism was introduced to 
pacifyy internal ethnic conflicts that have occurred since the 1950s (see 
Suberu,, 2001), and the same approach is being proposed for Iraq in 2005. 
However,, in those cases too, regional autonomy is being opposed out of fear 
thatt it might lead to fragmentation and eventually the break-up of the state. 
AA fear, expressed by Iraqi Sunni leader Adnan al-Dulaimi as follows: "On 
federalism,, we reject it because it wil l lead to tearing up the country. We call 
onn all Iraqis for unity, solidarity, closing of ranks to confront those who want 
too undermine the unity of Iraq. No to sectarianism, no to federalism". These 
differentt claims of either disastrous or pacifying effects of regional autonomy 
figuree in dealings with ethnoterritorial conflicts in very different places and 
differentt stages of conflict escalation around the world. 

Thesee repetitions of similar political quarrels in different contexts 
reveall  differences in opinion as regards the importance and fragility of na-
tionall  unity and regional interests. It also reveals an uncertainty or at least a 
lackk of clarity with regard to the effects of the introduction of regional 

11 'will not make the avoidance of conflicts possible and will threaten the unity of the 
State,, of the nation' (translation FS). 
22 The regionalisation will maintain that [national] unity. ... If we give all the French 
regionss the statute that the Parti Socialiste proposes, the majority of the regional 
demandss will be satisfied. That will calm down the situation on the regions con-
cerned'' (translation FS). 
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autonomyy as a policy to accommodate regionalist demands. This present lack 
off  clarity is not reserved to political debates and what might be exaggerated 
claimss put forward by politicians. 

1.11 Regional ism after regionalisation as a research subject 

Whenn we talk of regionalism, we mean striving for regional autonomy and 
emphasisingg regional distinctiveness, which leads to conflicts on the spatial 
distributionn of political power, a concept that overlaps nationalism and sepa-
ratism.. Regionalisation designates the division of an area, in this case a state, 
intoo regions, and the transfer of administrative and political responsibilities 
too those regions, a term which shares conceptual family ties with decentrali-
sation,, secession, and regional autonomy. If the relations between both con-
ceptss are studied, a crossroads of many different bodies of literature can be 
created.. Because the particular focus of this study is on the development of 
regionalismm after regionalisation, the key studies are those that take a view on 
thee explanation of the ebb and flow of regionalist politics, and those that 
suggestt various policy approaches to regionalist conflicts. 

Thee advance of regionalisation and the supposedly surprising reap-
pearancee of regionalism over the past decades has resulted in large numbers 
off  studies being devoted to those topics. Such research takes many forms, 
fromm the emergence of East Germans as a regional minority in the united 
Germanyy (Den Hertog, 2003), to the disintegration of Yugoslavia after a se-
riess of bloody wars (Denitch, 1996), and from an analysis of a regionalist 
conflictt within the Swiss canton of Bern (Ganguillet, 1998) to an analysis of 
ethnicc conflicts worldwide (Gurr, 1993), and from the usage of Frisian lan-
guagee business names (Van Langevelde & Pellenbarg, 2001), to Eritrean 
separatismm and secession from Ethiopia after a long and violent war 
(Dorman,, 2005). Some comparative studies try to cover all areas and provide 
uss with general and apparently universally valid conclusions, based on em-
piricall  analyses of incredibly different cases, and connected by the applica-
tiontion of a term like regionalism, nationalism, or ethnic conflict. This study 
concentratess on three cases in Western Europe, Spain, France and the 
Unitedd Kingdom, thereby limiting the universal value of its conclusions. 
However,, all three states introduced political regions relatively recently and 
alloww for a meaningful comparison. Details on the selection of those cases 
aree presented in chapter 3. 

Apartt from a large number of case studies on regionalism, some of 
whichh have been researched in details, for example those on Scodand, Que-
becc and the Basque Country, a range of more theoretical publications have 
alsoo been issued which provide explanations of the occurrence and dynamics 
off  regionalist conflicts. Those often generate a number of key variables 
whichh are used to explain where and how regionalism appears, by what 
meanss the conflict is fought, and how to achieve a sustainable solution. This 
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studyy has a more modest ambition and concentrates on the effects of one 
particularr event, namely the introduction of regional autonomy. However, an 
overvieww of theoretical literature on regionalism, and regionalisation, is pre-
sentedd in the following chapter. 

Partt of the theoretical literature deals, direcdy or indirecdy, with re-
gionall  autonomy as a response to regionalist demands, among a number of 
otherr possible responses. Others address the effects of the introduction of 
regionall  institutions on the formation of regional identities and the strength 
off  political actors such as regionalist movements in states with regional 
autonomies.. Together these constitute a body of literature which explicitly or 
implicidyy formulates assumptions and predictions about the development of 
regionalismm after regionalisation. However, like the politicians who defend or 
opposee the introduction of regional autonomy, the literature does not pro-
videe us with one single point of view, but contrasting ones instead. Some 
studiess predict the weakening of regionalist politics after regionalisation, and 
thee general satisfaction of the population of the regions concerned, while 
otherss highlight the ways in which regionalist movements can take advantage 
off  the regional institutional infrastructure to make more efficient demands 
andd generate more popular support. Thus, as in the political arena, a debate 
iss taking place in the academic arena on the effects of regional autonomy for 
regionalistt conflicts which begs clarification. Despite the fierce and much 
publicisedd political discussions, and the plethora of studies on regionalism, 
veryy litde empirical work has been conducted on the development of region-
alismm after regionalisation. To my knowledge, no comparative empirical stud-
iess exist addressing this question. 

1.22 Research objectives 

Thee main objective of this study is to provide a better understanding of the 
effectss of political regionalisation on regionalism, taking as empirical cases 
thee development of regionalism after Spanish, French and British regionali-
sation.. It aims to answer the research question to which degree and in which 
wayss political regionalisation influences the development of regionalism 
withinn the regions concerned. In this way, the main goal of this research is 
limitedd to the analysis of the dynamics of political regionalism, its political 
project,, the strategies of realising it, and the support among the regional 
population.. It can, therefore, be regarded as making a contribution to the lit-
eraturee on ethnic conflict resolution, with the introduction of regional 
autonomyy as an option to accommodate regionalism and by providing em-
piricall  evidence of its effects on the development of regionalism. 

Thiss research does not offer an assessment of the value and applica-
bilit yy of regionalisation as a policy instrument to accommodate regionalism, 
becausee it does not include a comparison with situations in which other in-
strumentss were applied. Nor does it consider the situation of regionalisation 
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nott being implemented. This research does not examine the other outcomes 
off  regionalisation either, and its effects on for instance policy efficiency, de-
mocratisation,, or the connecting with European integration. Those can be 
importantt motivations for regionalisation, but are not within the scope of 
thiss book. Also, this research does assume regionalism, as studied here in its 
democraticc form, or state fragmentation or centralisation, as neither positive 
norr negative forces per se. 

Regionalisationn comes in many varieties, with varying outcomes and 
choicess for particular forms of regional administrative and political structures 
beingg related to political state traditions, as argued in chapter 2 and further 
elaboratedd on in chapter 3. The inclusion of Spain, France and the United 
Kingdomm means examples from three major state traditions can be incorpo-
rated.. This makes it possible to analyse the effects of different types of re-
gionalisation,, and analyse its effects on regionalism in different contexts of 
statee traditions of governance. 

AA second contribution of this research lies in the attention it pays to 
regionall  institutions as causes, not just outcomes, of regionalism. In this way 
itt provides a small contribution to the literature which provides explanations 
off  the occurrence and trends of regionalist and ethnoterritorial conflicts. The 
introductionn of regional autonomy as an outcome of a regionalist conflict, 
andd thus of regionalism as a causal factor of political regionalisation, has 
beenn well documented. However, through the provision of a regional politi-
call  infrastructure, regionalisation should be considered a causal factor of the 
developmentt or emergence of regionalism in certain regions as well, a topic 
thatt has received less attention. 

Finally,, this research adds to the knowledge on the role of territorial 
institutionss in the building and maintenance of territorial identities and the 
territorialisationn of politics. The regional distinctiveness seen by regionalist 
movementss as a basis for claims for regional autonomy, and its recognition 
byy others, may be related to the presence of certain regional institutions. A 
certainn loyalty or attachment to a territorial community, conditions for sup-
portingg territorialised political projects, or even the consciousness of the ex-
istencee of such a community, is related to the reproduction of this distinct-
ivenesss through institutions associated with that territory. 

1.33 Structure of the book 

Inn this first chapter I introduce the book's theme, its objectives and contri-
butions,, and the reason for this study. The next chapter defines the central 
conceptss used and these are then discussed in more detail. At the same time, 
ann overview of the literature on regionalisation and regionalism is given, 
workingg up to an analytical framework to study the development of regional-
ismm after regionalisation. Chapter 3 presents the methodology and research 
designn of the research based on the theoretical grounding of the preceding 
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chapter.. Chapter 3 also elaborates on the spatial and temporal scope of the 
study,, and discusses the selection of empirical case studies. In the first place 
aa comparison is made of the choice for the regionalisations in the three states 
inn which the development of regionalism is subsequently compared, namely 
Spain,, France and the United Kingdom. Secondly, the book deals with the 
selectionn of three regions Galicia, Brittany and Wales which are to be ana-
lysedd in more detail as case studies within those three states. Those three re-
gionss will provide the main empirical evidence for this research. 

Thee middle part of the book presents the case studies, alternately 
perr state and per region. Chapter 4 introduces regionalisation and regional-
ismm in Spain, and provides quantitative data on the development of regional-
ismm since the moment of regionalisation. It shows the spread of political re-
gionalismm to many regions where it had not been present before, and 
providess evidence of its growing impact. Chapter 5 analyses the effects of 
Spanishh regionalisation in more detail, focusing specifically on Galicia. It dis-
cussess the progressive institutionalisation of the region and the development 
off  a separate Galician political arena. It also looks into the relationship be-
tweenn the presence of regional autonomy and the growing election results of 
Galiciann regionalist, and the adoption of regionalist discourses by other poli-
ticianss in the region. Chapter 6 presents the backgrounds of Francois Mitter-
rand'ss regionalisation of France, and the subsequent development of regional 
identitiess and political regionalism in France's 22 regions. Chapter 7 analyses 
thee effects of the introduction of direcdy elected regional governments on 
regionalismm in one of those regions, namely Brittany. Chapter 8 describes the 
transferr of autonomy by Tony Blair's government in the United Kingdom to 
Scodandd and Wales, and the asymmetrical situation that resulted. Chapter 9 
assessess the effects of 'devolution' for regionalist politics in Wales, the last 
casee study. 

Chapterr 10 offers a comparison of the preceding case studies, com-
paringg findings between the three states and between the three regional case 
studies.. In doing so it concentrates on the influence of the different state 
traditionss and different forms of regionalisation in those three countries. The 
lastt chapter sums up the research findings and the lessons learned from 
them,, projecting them against the theoretical background offered in chapter 
2,, and offers some conclusions on the effects of regionalisation on regional-
ism. . 
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